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NEW QUESTION: 1
You want to shrink the volume named payvol to 20 MB and resize
the VxFS file system automatically. The volume is in the disk
group named hrdg. The volume must be resized on the defined
disk group.
What should you do?
A. Use vxresize to shrink the file system first, and then
shrink the volume.
B. Use vxassist to shrink the volume first, and then shrink the
file system.
C. Use vxresize to resize the volume containing the filesystem.
D. Use vxassist to shrink the file system first, and then
shrink the volume.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer has three locations, and they would like to be able
to send media back and forth using as little bandwidth as
possible over the WAN.
Which statement describes why Cascading Media Servers will meet
this requirement?
A. Traffic over the WAN has three times more traffic to the
Cascading Media Servers.
B. Each endpoint sends traffic directly to the Hosting Media
Server.
C. Individual media streams over the WAN are needed for each
client.
D. Regional audio and video media are aggregated at the
Cascading Media Servers before being sent to the other media
servers.
Answer: D
Explanation:
To configure a regional cascading location, which provides
media cascading tothe remote locations you specify. The users
at the specified locations will be able to call into
theregional cascading location instead of the joining the
conference directly via the hosting mediaserver. Regional
cascading locations enable you to optimize WAN bandwidth usage.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You create a Windows 8 image named Custom.wim.
You deploy the image to several client computers.
You need to ensure that Custom.wim can be used when a user
launches a restore process
from the Windows recovery tools.
How should you rename Custom.wim before you copy the image to
the restore partition?
A. Winpe.wim
B. Winre.wim
C. Install.wim
D. Boot.wim
Answer: C
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